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Jennifer Huang, C2ES  
 
Next steps: Next meeting 2 May, 12:00-13:00, Room Genf.  
 
My shorthand/acronyms:  

GROUP/Country intervening on behalf of group: (other group/party statements supported by 
group/country)  
CF = co-facilitator 
ID = identify 
PA = Paris Agreement 
PAWP = Paris Agreement Work Program 
§ = section 
¶ = paragraph 
Art = article 
Re = regarding 
L&D = loss and damage 
LTGs = long-term goals 
MOI = means of implementation 
… = missed intervention (sorry) 

 
… 
 
Maldives (LDCs): References made to “core elements” of PA; please be sure to include L&D 
 
Bulgaria 

• Art 14 as firm basis for GST; most of the necessary elements for GST and ambition cycle are already 
set out in PA. Question in guiding elements to bring together these elements and have clear 
confirmation of Art 14 as basis. Clearly emphasize GST guided by LTGs of PA.  

• Governance: Translate above into organization of GST; three workstreams in tech phase (mitigation, 
adaptation, MOI (finance flows, support). Clear understanding within those three workstreams 
cross-cutting elements can be taken into consideration.  

• Inputs: We have ¶ 99 as a basis; we can elaborate further. For each workstream, can attempt to ID 
inputs but in doing so, also ID which constituted body/organization should provide them. 

 
Colombia (AILAC) 

• Important to have real, flexible, durable, workable process 

• Overarching elements: conducted in light of equity, meaning respect for different national capacities 
throughout process, from inputs to outcome 

• Political phase: captures most info we want about outcome; should reflect ways that each party 
enhances its actions and support.  

 
KSA 

• All submissions refer to PA; unfair to not refer principles, provisions of Convention. Work should be 
very comprehensive and not narrowly scoped. 



• Emphasize that GST should be party-driven. Equity very important consideration.  

• Nationally determined action and support means non-intrusive. 

• GST should be based on progress made and not an ex ante assessment of subsequent NDCs. 

• Sustainable development also needs to be considered in our work; it’s a cross-cutting issue across 
fora.  

 
Japan 

• Current informal note more helpful if ideas that can coexist and those that cannot are clearer.  

• Under each activities, there are outputs, but some general guidance on activities overall would be 
useful. 

• Important that parties consider collective progress. What time is adequate for GST and for 
consideration of collective progress?  

 
Australia 

• Good core elements to refine over time.  

• Clarity around structure of GST and modalities to support it. Clarity in what we’re assessing in terms 
of collective progress and governance structure that supports that. Possible workstreams; benefit 
from additional clarity in several sections and reflect throughout. E.g., three workstreams 
(mitigation, adaptation, support and MOI) should contextualize work to assess collective progress 
towards goals. 

• Ideas for additional clarity on section on inputs. Credible evidence base to inform GST. Some 
elements mandated in 1/CP.21 duplicated in note. Parties should have informed technical 
discussions on best available data, information.  

 
Grenada 

• Informal note doesn’t make clear differences between options on table; clusters individual elements 
under headings. Hard to appreciate differences in context in which they are proposed; doesn’t 
capture dynamics. 

o E.g., one party proposed tech process = series of dedicated workstreams (mitigation, 
adaptation, MOI). Suggests parallel silos. Other party has suggested that we do technical 
aspect in open forum where different things considered by same group of people. 

• Group elements but also capture differences in options sufficiently. Would make discussion on 
different proposals easier. Discussing elements out of context not productive. 

 
Brazil (Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay) 

• Informal note as starting point 

• We need to transform bullets to narrative text; not necessarily legal text, but more readable text at 
least. Propose exercise to merge similar proposals and ideas while identifying divergences among 
issues and reflecting them as different options.  

 
NZ 

• Look forward to discussions that will lead to further clarity 

• Re elements out of context; party submissions still there, so concepts put forth by each party is still 
out there in their original context.  

• We like informal note.  
 
Norway 



• Happy to work from note 

• We should keep structure simple. Enrich and get into more depth. 

• Many commonalities among various proposals; benefits from being clustered together.  
 
Philippines: Further define process of defining inputs from various sources 
 
China 

• Equity important 

• Make about best practices and lessons learned 

• Keep simple, deliberative message to decision makers 
 
Ecuador (G77&China): Document good way to move forward; more work. …  

 


